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python apis the best kept secret of openstack - as an openstack user or administrator you often need to write scripts to
automate common tasks in addition to the rest and command line interfaces openstack exposes native python api bindings
learn how to use these python bindings to greatly simplify the process of writing openstack automation scripts, how to
contribute openstack - if you re building clouds read the official openstack documentation which is intended for cloud
deployers and operations professionals who are standing up openstack clouds each page offers comments and the
documentation can be edited by cloning a git repository see documentation howto if you find problems with content on the
official openstack documentation log a bug against the, openstack docs compute api - compute api this is a reference for
the openstack compute api which is provided by the nova project to learn more about the openstack compute api concepts
please refer to the api guide, cloud modules ansible documentation - azure create or terminate a virtual machine in azure
d azure rm acs manage an azure container service instance acs azure rm aks manage a managed azure container service
aks instance, deploying contrail with red hat openstack platform - tripleo features tripleo uses the concepts of
undercloud and overcloud tripleo sets up an undercloud an operator facing deployment cloud that contains the openstack
components needed to deploy and manage an overcloud a tenant facing cloud that hosts user workloads, opencontrail is
an open source network virtualization - 1 overview of opencontrail this chapter provides an overview of the opencontrail
system an extensible platform for software defined networking sdn, developer guide ansible documentation - developer
guide welcome to the ansible developer guide who should use this guide if you want to extend ansible by using a custom
module or plugin locally creating a module or plugin adding functionality to an existing module or expanding test coverage
this guide is for you, product documentation red hat customer portal - register if you are a new customer register now for
access to product evaluations and purchasing capabilities need access to an account if your company has an existing red
hat account your organization administrator can grant you access, system administrator s guide red hat customer portal
- register if you are a new customer register now for access to product evaluations and purchasing capabilities need access
to an account if your company has an existing red hat account your organization administrator can grant you access,
managing nodes cluster administration openshift - when you perform node management operations the cli interacts with
node objects that are representations of actual node hosts the master uses the information from node objects to validate
nodes with health checks, use docker engine plugins docker documentation - use docker engine plugins this document
describes the docker engine plugins generally available in docker engine to view information on plugins managed by docker
refer to docker engine plugin system, deployments developer guide openshift enterprise 3 1 - a deployment in openshift
enterprise is a replication controller based on a user defined template called a deployment configuration deployments are
created manually or in response to triggered events, github trailofbits algo set up a personal ipsec vpn in - algo vpn
algo vpn is a set of ansible scripts that simplify the setup of a personal ipsec vpn it uses the most secure defaults available
works with common cloud providers and does not require client software on most devices, creating a custom cluster from
scratch kubernetes - this guide is for people who want to craft a custom kubernetes cluster if you can find an existing
getting started guide that meets your needs on this list then we recommend using it as you will be able to benefit from the
experience of others however if you have specific iaas networking configuration management or operating system
requirements not met by any of those guides then this
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